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Abstract. Temperature-depth data from six boreholes in western Utah and nine boreholes in 
southeastern Utah are reanalyzed for evidence of ground surface temperature (GST) 
histories. We invert the temperature-depth data using the functional space inverse 
algorithm of Shen and Beck [1991, 1992] which we prefer over previous inversions of these 
data because of its greater sophistication and flexibility in suppressing noise. GST histories 
for western and southeastern Utah are generally consistent and suggest that temperatures in 
the mid-1800s are, on average, cooler than previous centuries, followed by about 0.6°C of 
warming in this century. Attention is given to the temporal resolution of our GST solutions 
showing the time-smearing effects of heat conduction on the solutions. GST solutions 
represent an average ground temperature over a time window that expands as we look 
farther into the past. The size of the time window is a function of measurement and 
geologic noise and limits the ultimate resolution of GST reconstructions.

1. Introduction
Over the past decade, there has been growing concern that 

increases in the concentration of greenhouse gases in Earth's 
atmosphere are linked to surface warming. Perhaps the most 
intuitive and best studied signals of warming are surface air 
temperature (SAT) time series. Globally averaged SATs 
indicate relatively constant temperatures between 1860 and 
1890, warming to 1950, a weak cooling trend to 1960, and a 
strong warming trend to the present. Overall, the SATs 
indicate an average warming of 0.45° + 0.15°C over the past 100 
years [Follandet al., 1990]. The SAT record, however, suffers 
from data inhomogeneities caused by changes in the time of 
observation, changes in instrumentation, station relocations, 
and missing data, all of which contaminate raw SAT time series 
[Karl and Quayle, 1988], While adjustments for these 
inhomogeneities have been applied to SAT data [Karl et al., 
1986; Karl and Williams, 1987], it has been difficult to find 
independent data to test these adjustments. To compound the 
problem of assessing trends in SAT data that may be related to 
industrialization, most SAT time series do not extend to times 
prior to the twentieth century.

An independent source of information about the Earth's 
changing surface temperature is contained in borehole 
temperature-depth measurements. In the absence of moving 
fluids, changes in ground surface temperatures (GST) diffuse 
slowly downward through rock by the process of heat conduction 
and are manifested at a later time as anomalies to Earth's
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background temperature profile. These temperature anomalies 
are a direct thermophysical outcome of changing ground surface 
temperatures, not a proxy for it. Once temperature-depth data 
have been rigorously screened to ensure that the anomalous 
temperatures are not explained in terms of nonclimatic 
processes, they may be interpreted in terms of a GST history 
[Lachenbruch and Marshall, 1986] (see also review by Lewis 
[1992]). Depth and time are linked nonlinearly by thermal 
diffusivity; temperature changes that occurred 100 years ago 
have penetrated to only 80 m, whereas changes that occurred 
1000 years ago have penetrated to 300 m. Boreholes of several 
hundred meters depth therefore potentially contain a response 
of the solid Earth to ground temperature histories over the last 
millennium and are therefore particularly well-suited to extend 
estimates of surface temperature histories to preindustrial times. 
Heat conduction unfortunately also smears the climate signal. 
Thus high-frequency components are diffused out with time, 
leaving a temporally "smeared" but robust and direct signal of 
long-wavelength temperature variations at the Earth's surface.

While the recovery of past GST histories from borehole 
temperature-depth measurements has been known for some 
time [e.g., Lane, 1923; Birch, 1948], Lachenbruch and Marshall 
[1986] first pointed out that the magnitude and timing of 
ground surface warming in the Alaskan Arctic is consistent 
with models of greenhouse warming. Ensuing results from 
North America [Deming, 1995] indicate 1°-2°C of warming in 
central and eastern Canada [Beltrami and Mareschal, 1991, 
1992; Wang and Lewis, 1992; Wang et al., 1994], warming 
between 0° and 2°C for the northern U. S. plains [Gosnold et 
al., 1997], 1.2°-1.5°C of warming in north central Oklahoma 
[Deming and Bore I, 1995], an average of 0.6°C warming in the 
northern Basin and Range of Utah [Chisholm and Chapman,
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1992; Chapman et al., 1992], and between 0.5° and 0.8°C 
warming in southeastern Utah [Harris and Chapman, 1995]. 
Although the timing of warming is not well constrained, these 
studies indicate that ground warming has occurred over the past 
100 to 200 years. As a whole, these results show an increase in 
the magnitude of warming with increasing latitude consistent 
with the latitudinal variation observed in SAT records [Hansen 
and Lebedeff, 1987] and general circulation models [Wigley and 
Barnett, 1990],

The primary purpose of this study is to document the benefits 
of analyzing borehole temperature profiles in combination with 
SAT records. These benefits include (1) an ability to enhance 
the confidence that both records are responding to similar 
changes in surface temperatures and (2) the establishment of 
baseline reference temperatures which provide a longer term 
perspective on contemporary warming reflected in SATs. In 
this paper, the first of two, we set the stage by describing the 
record of changing ground surface temperatures manifested in 
borehole temperature-depth measurements. In a companion 
paper [Harris and Chapman, this issue], we describe a 
quantitative method for comparing transient borehole signals 
with SAT records.

Utah provides an ideal opportunity for this type of analysis 
because many weather stations and boreholes suitable for this 
complementary analysis are available. Borehole temperature 
data used in this study have been previously evaluated but with 
two different inverse techniques. The data from western Utah 
[Chisholm and Chapman, 1992] have been interpreted in terms 
of ramp functions, while the data from southeastern Utah 
[Harris and Chapman, 1995] have been interpreted using a 
singular value decomposition (SVD) algorithm with solutions 
parameterized in terms of a series of step functions. However, 
because the boreholes in southeastern Utah penetrate 
sedimentary strata, an inherently noisy environment to 
reconstruct GST histories, relatively few eigenvectors were used, 
and the solutions were well approximated by ramp functions. In 
both studies, coherent trends remained in the temperature- 
depth data that could not be fit by these simple 
parameterizations. We now believe that the functional space 
inversion (FSI) of Shen and Beck [1991, 1992] can provide 
superior resolution, especially in the recent past, relative to 
ramp or staircase solutions without unduly increasing solution 
variance. Shen et al. [1996] pointed out that in the presence of 
noise FSI gives superior results to SVD, particularly when the 
mean of the transient differs from the steady state temperature 
field. We feel that the FSI approach has the potential to 
capture GST signals with higher fidelity than these previous 
studies and thus makes it ideal for comparing borehole 
transients with SAT time series from the same area.

2 . B o re h o le  T e m p e ra tu re s  a n d  F u n c tio n a l  S p ace  
In v e rs io n

Borehole temperature profiles are analyzed using the FSI 
algorithm of Shen and Beck [1991, 1992] a nonlinear least 
squares inversion based on the theory of Tarantola and Valette 
[1982a, b] and Tarantola [1987]. This algorithm is based on 
one-dimensional heat conduction in a layered half-space with a 
temperature-depth distribution assumed to be composed of two 
components (1) a steady state component governed by the long
term mean surface ground temperature, heat flow at the base of 
the half-space, and variable thermophysical properties of the

rocks in which the temperature measurements are made and (2) 
a transient component assumed to be caused by time variations 
of the ground surface temperature. An advantage of this 
approach is the ability to incorporate thermophysical properties 
and their uncertainties explicitly as model parameters.

The FSI algorithm determines a model that minimizes the 
misfit function [Shen et a l., 1995],

S(>n) = \ [ { d - d 0), C ^ { d - d 0) y

C~l (m -m 0 )^, (1)

where d and d 0 are the calculated and observed borehole 
temperatures, respectively, m is the calculated model, and m0 is 
the a priori model in which thermophysical rock properties are 
incorporated. Q  is the covariance matrix of d0 indicating the 
uncertainty in the observed temperature-depth data. Cm is the 
covariance matrix of m 0 representing uncertainties in the a 
priori model. The trade-off between the relative sizes of Q  and 
Cm uniquely determine and stabilize the solution. A small size 
for Cm weights (1) such that the second term dominates S(m) 
and corresponds to having great confidence in the a priori 
model. As the model covariance matrix is increased in size, the 
weight of Cm on the solution decreases, corresponding to having 
relatively less confidence in the a priori model, and the solution 
becomes better resolved by the data. Shen et al. [1995] found 
that the weighting and therefore trade-off in S(m) depends most 
strongly on the sizes of the a priori standard deviation of the 
temperature data (o j 0) and thermal conductivity (a^). If the a 
priori model is overly constrained (small value of a ^  relative to 
Cdo) then representational errors could corrupt the solution, and 
boreholes in geographic proximity to each other could yield very 
different results. In this context, representational errors stem 
from modeling the real three-dimensional Earth in terms of 
one-dimensional heat conduction, and, as pointed out in their 
study, all approaches to date for reconstructing GST histories 
from borehole temperature-depth measurements are idealized 
in terms of one-dimensional heat conduction. Their numerical 
experiments showed that as the inversion is loosened (larger 
values of Cm relative to C j) representational errors (subsurface 
thermophysical heterogeneities) can be suppressed without 
overly attenuating the GST history signal and that the most 
effective method is to increase the size of

3 . G e o th e rm a l D a ta

Borehole temperature logs used in this study consist of high- 
quality measurements at six sites in western Utah and nine sites 
in the Colorado Plateau of southeastern Utah, United States 
(Figure 1). These data come from larger data sets and have 
already been screened for studies of GST histories [Chisholm 
and Chapman, 1992; Harris and Chapman, 1995]. The 
borehole sites in western Utah penetrate low-permeability, 
relatively homogenous granites, while those in southeastern 
Utah penetrate sedimentary sequences. The boreholes in 
western Utah were drilled to a depth of 150 m (a minimum for 
climatic change studies) measured in 1978; those in 
southeastern Utah extend to depths between 300 and 600 m and 
were measured in late 1979 and early 1980 with the exception of 
SRD-2 which was measured in 1976. Temperature-depth 
measurements were made using a thermistor probe, four- 
conductor cable and a digital resistance meter in stop-go mode.
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Figure 1. Location map showing boreholes (circles) and 
meteorological stations (triangles). Bold curves show climatic 
divisions in Utah which follow drainage divides and are thought 
to represent areas of relative climatic homogeneity.

All thermistors were calibrated in the laboratory against a 
Hewlett Packard 2804A quartz thermometer. The precision 
and accuracy of the measurements are estimated to better than 
0.01 K and 0.1 K, respectively [Bodell and Chapman, 1982], 
Details of instrumentation and measurement procedure are 
reported by Chapman [1976] and Chapman et al. [1981]. 
Nonclimatic sources of disturbances to the background 
temperature field have been quantitatively considered. 
Temperature-depth records from these boreholes show no signs 
of groundwater flow and have only negligible perturbations to 
the steady state thermal field caused by terrain or vegetation 
effects (for a complete review see appendix in Chisholm and 
Chapman [1992] and discussion by Harris and Chapman 
[1995]).

Raw temperature-depth profiles are shown in Figures 2a and 
3a for western and southeastern Utah, respectively. The 
temperature profiles are plotted against relative temperature to 
avoid overlap. Logging starts at a depth of 20 m to avoid the 
annual temperature cycle. The first-order effect exhibited in 
these profiles is a general increase of temperature with depth 
consistent with an upward flux of heat to the Earth's surface. 
The profiles in western Utah appear to be linear in the deepest 
part of each borehole. Temperature profiles in southeastern 
Utah are generally linear within formations; changes in trend 
between formations are attributable to measured changes in 
thermal conductivity.

For conductive heat transfer (and assuming constant heat 
flow), the background temperature field is inversely 
proportional to thermal conductivity, and thus thermal 
conductivity variations at each site must be explicitly

considered. In both western and southeastern Utah, thermal 
conductivities were determined using a divided bar apparatus 
and the cell method described by Sass et al. [1971] and 
calibration procedures given by Chapm an  [1976]. 
Reproducibility is about 3%; accuracy is based on calibration 
standards and is estimated to be better than 10%. In western 
Utah, thermal conductivities for each borehole were determined 
from drill cuttings, and samples were measured approximately 
every 16 m. Because thermal conductivity values exhibited only 
small variations about the mean and most importantly showed 
no systematic variation as a function of depth [Chisholm and 
Chapman, 1992, Figure Al], a priori thermal conductivities 
were assigned their mean value (Table 1). In southeastern 
Utah, thermal conductivity values were determined from solid 
rock discs for each formation that the boreholes penetrated. 
Harris and Chapman [1995] assuming a constant basal heat 
flow condition used slightly adjusted values of thermal 
conductivity (in most cases within 4% of the mean and not 
exceeding 8% of the mean). A priori thermal conductivities 
were assigned on a formation by formation basis (Table 2). A 
priori values of heat capacity were assigned according to the 
relation pc=kJa, where pc is heat capacity (product of density p 
and specific heat c), k is thermal conductivity, and a  is thermal 
diffusivity, assumed to be 10"6 m2 s"1.

4 . In v e rs io n  R e su lts

As discussed in section 2, the selection of appropriate values 
of a priori standard deviations for thermal conductivity 0 *0 and 
the data Oj0 is critical to determining GST solutions using the 
FSl algorithm. Amplitudes of GST histories change as a 
function of the estimated a priori standard deviations. 
Warming or cooling signals can be amplified or attenuated 
through the choice of a priori parameter values, but a warming 
trend cannot be transformed to a cooling trend or vice versa. 
Our strategy for finding optimal a priori parameter values of 
Qko and Ofo follows that of Shen et al. [1995]. They assume that 
boreholes in geographic proximity should give consistent values 
and that consistency should be achieved without overly 
attenuating the signals. Accordingly, we solve the inverse 
problem for a family of parameter values (10 mK < ado -  400 
mK and 0.1 W n r 'K '1 S o*0 < 4.0 W n r 'K "1) and seek the set 
possessing a satisfactory trade-off between solution consistency 
and resolution. Our results indicate only slight sensitivity to 
however, as the value of a*0 increases, solutions become more 
consistent but also attenuate. At some point of increasing a ko, 
the solutions only slowly increase their consistency but continue 
to attenuate rapidly. We choose a priori parameter values 
where solution consistency had for the most part been achieved 
but before undue attenuation. An adequate trade-off between 
solution consistency and solution resolution is achieved if a 
priori standard deviation values of Gko = 1.0W n r’K"1 and Oja =
50 mK are used for western Utah and a*0 = 2.0 W nr’K"1 and 
Oj0 = 50 mK are used for southeastern Utah. The larger <3ko 
value for southeastern Utah is necessary to attenuate the effects 
of increased variability of the thermal conductivities (and other 
thermophysical rock properties) associated with the layered 
sedimentary environment in which the data were collected. 
Note that the standard deviations associated with the thermal 
conductivity measurements in southeastern Utah (Tables 1 and 
2) are, on average, twice those of western Utah.
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Figure 2. Borehole temperature-depth data for western Utah, (a) Raw temperature-depth data. Circles show 
individual temperature measurements; solid curves show background temperature field. Temperatures are 
offset to avoid overlap, (b) Reduced temperatures. Circles show reduced temperature obtained by subtracting 
background thermal field from raw temperature-depth measurements. Solid curves show transient 
temperatures ascribed to a changing ground surface condition. The background temperature field and 
transient temperatures are given by the functional space inversion and together yield the model fit to the data. 
Relative temperatures are used to avoid overlap.

Preferred solutions for the boreholes in western Utah and 
southeastern Utah are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Figures 2a and 
3a show the raw data with the background thermal regime 
estimated in the inversion. Kinks in the background thermal 
regime are the result of a posteriori variations in thermal 
conductivity. Figures 2b and 3b show reduced temperatures 
(observed data minus background temperature field) with an 
expanded temperature scale that illustrates small departures 
from the background thermal field. High-frequency variations 
in plotted temperatures indicate the noise level in the data. At 
four of the six sites in western Utah (Figure 2b), reduced 
temperatures near the surface are consistently positive, having 
amplitudes 0.1 ° to 0.5°C, and extend to depths between 80 and 
100 m. Borehole GC-1 has a clear negative reduced 
temperature anomaly with a maximum amplitude of -0.3°C at
20 m in depth. Borehole DM-1 has only modest positive reduced 
temperatures between 90 and 45 m that diminish up to 20 m in 
depth. This borehole is almost twice as noisy as the other

boreholes in western Utah. In southeastern Utah (Figure 3b), 
reduced temperatures near the surface are consistently positive, 
with amplitudes between 0.2° and 0.5°C and depth extents 
between 100 and 200 m. Borehole SRS-5, however, shows a 
negative departure that is greatest at a depth of 70 m. A 
comparison of these plots shows that the data in southeastern 
Utah are noisier than the data in western Utah. With the 
exception of GC-1 in western Utah and SRS-5 in southeastern 
Utah, these positive reduced temperature profiles are consistent 
with recent warming. Transient model fits to the data are 
plotted and show the degree to which we are honoring the data. 
These models successfully fit the long-wavelength trends without 
overly emphasizing higher frequencies which we are 
interpreting as noise. Individual model fits to the data for both 
western and southeastern Utah account for > 90% of the data 
variance. The average rms misfit between the reduced 
temperatures and the best fitting model is 10.9 and 11.5 mK for 
western and southeastern Utah, respectively. This represents a
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Figure 3. Borehole temperature-depth data for southeastern Utah, (a) Raw temperature-depth data. Circles 
show individual temperature measurements; solid curves show background temperature field. Temperatures 
are offset to avoid overlap, (b) Reduced temperatures. Circles show reduced temperatures obtained by 
subtracting background thermal field from raw temperature-depth measurements. Solid curves show transient 
temperatures ascribed to a changing ground surface condition. The background temperature field and 
transient temperatures are given by the functional space inversion and together yield the model fit to the data. 
Relative temperatures are used to avoid overlap.

significantly better fit to the data than either ramp or step 
inversions [Chisholm and Chapman, 1992; Harris and 
Chapman, 1995] previously employed.

5. R eso lu tio n  o f  G S T  H is to r ie s

A fundamental question regarding the use of borehole 
temperatures to reconstruct GST histories is the resolution. In 
FSI theory, as well as the theory of Backus and Gilbert [1968, 
1970], the resolving power is given by the resolution operator 
(matrix) Rm. In the linear problem

d = G m . (2)

The theory of Backus and Gilbert gives the inverse solution for 
(2) as

mest = G 'g d0 > (3)

where mest is the a posteriori or the estimated model, G'S is the 
generalized inverse, and d0 is the data vector. The resolution 
operator is

Rm=G-8G. (4)

In the case of noise free data

m est =  G " g d0 = G'S G m true = Rm mtrue, (5)

where mtrue is the unknown but true model. Equation (5) 
demonstrates that the estimated model mest is a filtered version 
of the true model m true, and the filter is the resolution operator 
Rm. In FSI theory, the incorporation of a priori information 
gives the inverse solution corresponding to (5) as [Tarantola, 
1987]
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Table 1. A Priori Thermal Conductivities for
Western Utah
Site N k (s.d.), 

W m -'K '1
GC-1 10 3.14 (0.12)
DM-1 10 3.02 (0.22)
NF-1 17 2.32 (0.17)
DC-1 8 2.55 (0.38)
SI-1 10 2.29 (0.19)
KM-1 10 2.45 (0.14)

N  is the number of thermal conductivity samples; 
k is the mean thermal conductivity [Chisholm and 
Chapman, 1992].

mest = G-B d0 + (I - Rm) m0, (6)

where m0 is the a priori model and G "8 is the generalized 
inverse in the context of FSl theory. The ex p ressio n  
corresponding to (5) is then

mest = Rm mtme + (I - Rm) m0 (7a)
or

n^est nio — Rm (tn^yg - m0). (7b)

With the incorporation of a priori information, it is the 
deviation of the true model from the a priori model that is being 
filtered by the resolution operator. Equation (7) shows that the 
estimated GST history is a weighted average of not only the true 
and the a priori GST histories but also the true and the a priori 
values of the other model parameters. Nevertheless, to the 
extent that the model parameters are tightly constrained and 
because the a priori GST history is set identically to zero, (7) 
written for just the GST history will take essentially the same 
form as (5). Equation (7) has been derived for a linear problem 
but the concept applies to mildly nonlinear problems as well.

Because the FSl algorithm is only mildly nonlinear, we can 
use the resolution results of Clow [1992], Using Backus-Gilbert 
inversion theory, Clow investigated the extent of temporal 
smearing in GST histories as a function of the maximum error 
in temperature willing to be tolerated. Clow found that the 
temporal resolving power or spread S(x„), defined as the finest 
detail that can be resolved at some time in the past, is 
proportional to time in the past x„ and is a function of the ratio 
of the noise in the data to the noise willing to be accepted in the 
solution and to the depth of the borehole. With this definition 
of spread, climatic events occurring in the vicinity of x„ with

duration less than S(x„) cannot be resolved by the available data 
[Clow, 1992], Use of the a priori estimates of standard deviation 
with the relation [Shen et al. , 1995]

Sd = ^ - S z ^ - ,  (8)A, A,
where W is the a priori error and 8z is the measurement spacing, 
permits our results to be cast in terms of those given by Clow  
[1992], For example, the a priori standard deviations used in 
western Utah, Oj0 = 50 mK and o*0 = 1.0 W n r 'K " 1, indicate a 
total a priori uncertainty of approximately 0.1 °C, since the 
errors propagate as the square-root of the sum of the squares. If 
we want to limit the error in the GST reconstruction to 0.1 °C, 
th.en the fractional spread S (x0)/x0 is about 1.5 [Clow, 1992; 
Figure 1]. The temperature-depth signal is averaged over a 
window that is centered at the time in question and has a length 
of 1.5x0. If we want to limit the error in our GST solution to ± 
0.1 °C, our solution will not resolve climatic events shorter than 
this spread. Of course, by accepting larger error limits, the 
fractional spread decreases. For southeastern Utah, the 
fractional spread is approximately 2x0. The proportionality for 
each spread is quite large relative to an annual timescale. In 
summary, because the Earth is a frequency dependent low pass 
filter, and because of the trade-off between solution spread and 
variance, average temperatures can be estimated with small 
errors but at the expense of temporal resolution or spread, 
When interpreting GST histories, it is important to keep in 
mind how the loss of temporal resolution increases as we look 
farther back in time.

GST histories for western and southeastern Utah are shown 
in Figures 4a and 4b, respectively. Individual GST histories for 
each borehole are shown as insets. While the plots of transient 
temperatures (Figures 2b and 3b) apparently show a great deal 
of variation, it is important to note that the curvature of these 
temperature depth profiles is mapped into the GST history. 
Thus while borehole GC-1 has negative anomalous 
temperatures (Figure 2b), the corresponding early GST history 
is not radically dissimilar from the other GST histories in 
western Utah (Figure 4a, inset). Indeed, individual GST 
histories in western Utah are generally quite consistent. Because 
the sedimentary strata of southeastern Utah is an inherently 
more noisy environment, it is not possible to maintain as robust 
a spread with low solution variance. With the exception of 
boreholes SRS-5 and WSR-1 (dashed curves Figure 4b, inset), 
the GST histories in southeastern Utah show modest 
correlation. Boreholes SRS-5 and WSR-1 were used in the 
analysis of Harris and Chapman [1995] but are now thought 
not to reflect regional GST histories.

Table 2. Formations and A Priori Thermal Conductivities for Southeastern Utah
Period Formation Symbol Lithology N SRD kQ' 

W n r 1 K -1
SRS ka. 

W m '1 K '1
s.d., 

W m '1 K '1
Juarassic Carmel Jca Mdst-Ss 17 — 2.91 0.58

Navajo Jna silty Ss-Ss 24 4.09 4.18 0.72
Triassic Kayenta JTrk silty Ss-Ss 14 3.96 3.86 0.54

Wingate Trwi Ss 17 3.86 4.17 0.37
Permian Coconino Pco Ss 5 — 5.01 0.36

Elephant
Canyon

Pec Dol-Ss 7 — 4.35 0.63

Mississippian Redwall Mr Dol 2 . . . 4.82 0.18
N is number of samples; ka is adjusted thermal conductivity for San Rafael Desert (SRD) and San Rafael Swell 

(SRS). Lithologies are Ss, sandstone; Mdst, mudstone, and Dol, dolomite. Dashes indicate that boreholes did not 
intersect these formations.
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Figure 4. Ground surface temperature (GST) histories for 
Utah, (a) Average ground surface temperature history for 
western Utah using a priori parameters o*0 = 1.0 W n r 'K '1 and 
Cjo = 50 mK; inset shows individual GST histories for the six 
sites, (b) Average surface ground temperature history for 
southeastern Utah using a priori parameters Cfy0 = 2.0 W rrr’K '1 
and Gjo = 50 mK without boreholes SRS-5 and WSR-1; inset 
shows individual GST histories. GST histories for boreholes 
SRS-5 and WSR-1 are shown as dashed curves. Horizontal lines 
below average GST histories show the spread as a function of 
time.

To emphasize the regional signal, we averaged the individual 
GST solutions together for both western and southeastern Utah. 
Pollack et al. [1996] demonstrated that averaging GST solutions 
is equivalent to inverting the borehole temperature-depth data 
simultaneously. Shen et al. [1995] point out that the FSI 
algorithm is only mildly nonlinear, and thus for loose inversions, 
such as ours, nonlinearities have only a small effect on the 
average. Figures 4a and 4b show the average GST signal for 
western and southeastern Utah, respectively. Because of the 
temporal smearing, GST histories do not represent an actual 
temperature-time history but a temporally smeared version of it. 
To emphasize the degree of temporal smearing, we have 
selected a few discrete points and have plotted the spread 
(represented by the horizontal bars). For example, to resolve an 
event centered around 1700, the climatic event would have to 
have a duration of about 400 to 600 years. Thus the widely 
discussed "Little Ice Age" [Lamb, 1977], having a cool period 
centered around 1700 and a duration of about 300 years, is 
below the temporal resolution of these GST solutions.

Detection of such a climatic event in a borehole temperature log 
would depend on reducing both measurement and geologic 
noise.

In western Utah (Figure 4a), the smeared GST history shows 
a dip of about 0.1 °C in the mid-1800s followed by a peak around 
1940 of about 0.3°C, and another dip to 1978 when the 
boreholes were logged. The smeared GST for southeastern Utah 
(Figure 4b), calculated without boreholes SRS-5 and WSR-1, 
exhibits relatively constant average temperatures to 1750, a 
slight dip of about 0.1 °C at 1840, followed by an increase of 
0.5°C to 1980, when the boreholes were logged. This GST 
history is similar to western Utah, although more attenuated, 
because of the larger a priori values of a  *0 and hence a loss in 
resolution. These GST histories, of course, must be interpreted 
together with the accompanying time averaging information 
(Figure 4).

Another approach to detecting GST events involves 
combining temperature-depth data with meteorological 
temperature data or with proxy temperature data [Lachenbruch 
et al., 1988; Chapman et al., 1992; Cuffey et al., 1995]. We 
demonstrate [Harris and Chapman, this issue] the advantages 
of combining temperature-depth data and meteorological 
temperature data.

6. C o n c lu s io n s

Geothermal temperature-depth data from western and 
southeastern Utah have been examined for evidence of 
warming trends using the functional space inverse algorithm of 
Shen and Beck [1990, 1991]. Of the 15 Utah borehole sites 
investigated, 13 sites yield positive reduced temperature 
anomalies that indicate recent surface warming, while two sites 
indicate negative reduced temperature anomalies. The 
anomalies have magnitudes up to 0.5°C and extend to depths 
between 100 and 200 m. The smeared GST history for western 
Utah indicates a slight cooling of about 0.1 °C centered in the 
mid-1800s followed by a peak in warming around 1940 of about 
0.3°C, followed by a cooling trend to 1978 when the boreholes 
were logged. The smeared GST history for southeastern Utah is 
similar to western Utah and indicates an onset of warming 
starting approximately in 1850 with a magnitude of about 0.5°C. 
Two boreholes in southeastern Utah (SRS-5 and WSR-1) are 
rejected because of their dissimilarity to other GST histories 
within the same region.

Subsurface transient temperature perturbations in boreholes 
beyond the clear signal of 20th century warming or cooling are 
small. Smearing of the reconstructed surface temperature 
history is severe. This study illustrates the desirability of 
reducing measurement noise in temperature logging toward the 
1 mK level and accounting for geologic and site noise at the 10 
mK level. These are both attainable goals [C low , 1992; 
Chisholm and Chapman, 1992, Appendix A; Chapman and 
Harris, 1993] and will allow for more precise estimates of 19th 
century and earlier surface temperature histories.
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